This paper studies the problem of information symbol availability in codes: we refer to a systematic code as code with (r, t)-availability if every information (systematic) symbol can be reconstructed from t disjoint groups of other code symbols, each of the sizes at most r. This paper shows that it is possible to construct codes that can support a scaling number of parallel reads while keeping the rate to be an arbitrarily high constant. It further shows that this is possible with the minimum Hamming distance arbitrarily close to the Singleton bound. This paper also presents a bound demonstrating a tradeoff between rate, minimum Hamming distance, and availability parameters. Our codes match the aforementioned bound, and their constructions rely on certain combinatorial structures. Resolvable designs provide one way to realize these required combinatorial structures. The two constructions presented in this paper require field sizes, which are linear and exponential in the code length, respectively. From a practical standpoint, our codes are relevant for distributed storage applications involving hot data, i.e., the information, which is frequently accessed by multiple processes in parallel.
A code with availability t ensures t + 1 parallel reads for each information block. We are also concerned with the locality r of each read, which measures how many blocks must be read before the desired block can be reconstructed. In this language, 3-replication allows t + 1 = 3 parallel reads for each block, each with locality r = 1. However, as we increase the availability t by increasing the replication factor, the rate vanishes like 1 t +1 . We show that it is possible to construct codes that can support a scaling number of parallel reads while keeping the rate to be an arbitrarily high constant. Specifically, one of our constructions results in codes of dimension k with availability t = (k 1/3− ) where each read has locality r = (k 1/3 ) for any rate. We further show that this is possible while keeping the minimum Hamming distance of the codes asymptotically close to the Singleton bound.
The main motivation for this new property is the application of erasure codes for hot data. Current distributed storage systems use various forms of redundancy ranging from block replication to traditional and modern storage codes. It is now well understood that classical codes (such as Reed-Solomon) are highly suboptimal for distributed settings due to the repair problem [1] . Several storage codes have been recently developed, each optimized for a different repair cost metric. Codes that optimize the number of bits communicated during repairs (a quantity called repair bandwidth) were developed, for example, in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and references therein. Codes with small disk-I/O were studied in [3] and [7] . Finally, codes that minimize the number of nodes that participate in the repair process, a quantity called locality, were studied in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Some of these results have found their way into practice: codes with small locality were recently deployed in Azure production clusters [21] , while others have been tested in Facebook clusters [6] , [22] . Code designs with small repair bandwidth and locality are attractive for archival and cold data. This is information that is rarely accessed or modified, usually involving back-end systems that store massive logs for analytics or backups. It turns out that in these applications there are very large volumes of cold data that must be safely retained.
Another significant family of storage problems involves the management of hot data. This is frequently accessed information, often in front-end systems facing end-users. For these applications information blocks are frequently accessed, in some cases concurrently by multiple system jobs. To the best of our knowledge, there has been little work on the potential benefits of coding for hot data. A notable exception is the recent line of work from [23] [24] [25] and references therein that combines queuing theory with coding theory for distributed storage systems. In this paper, we explore the orthogonal direction of providing multiple ways to reconstruct a single block by reading few other blocks, in parallel. This can be potentially combined with queing theoretic models to analyze performance benefits.
Our Contributions: We generalize the definition of locally repairable codes (LRCs): a systematic code that encodes k information symbols to codewords of length n is said to be an (n, k, r, t)-LRC or a code with (r, t)-availability if every information symbol has t disjoint groups, each containing at most r other code symbols that can be used to reconstruct it. Note that under this terminology, the (t +1)-replication scheme has (r = 1, t)-availability as each systematic (information) symbol can be recovered from one of its additional t replicas. If an (n, k, r, t)-LRC supports locality r for the parity symbols as well, i.e., each of the parity symbols is function of r other code symbols, then it is referred to as an (n, k, r, t)-LRC with all-symbol locality.
Our first result is an upper bound on the minimum Hamming distance of (linear or nonlinear) (n, k, r, t)-LRCs, where each repair group contains one local parity. We then proceed with constructing codes that are optimal with respect to this bound. We establish an achievability result, conditional on the existence of certain combinatorial structure for given code parameters. We show that optimal (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with sublinear locality r = ( log(k) log log(k) ) or (k 1/3 ) and availability t = (r 1− ) exist. These new codes not only have low locality and high availability, but are arbitrarily high-rate, and have minimum Hamming distance asymptotically equal to that of an (n, k) maximum-distance separable (MDS) code. We note that our constructions of optimal (n, k, r, t)-LRCs and (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality require field sizes which are linear and exponential in the code length, respectively.
Prior Work on Codes With (r, t)-Availability: In [26] , Pamies-Juarez et al. use projective geometries to construct good codes that enable multiple disjoint repair groups for all code symbols. Asteris and Dimakis study the availability for repairable fountain codes in [27] . The trade-offs between rate and minimum Hamming distance for codes with good locality and availability have also been considered in the parallel works [28] , [29] . Wang et al. present a general upper bound on minimum Hamming distance of linear codes with (r, t)-availability in [28] . They further show the existence of codes that achieve the bound in the asymptotically zero rate regime. The tightness of this bound is open in the general case. We briefly discuss their bound in Section III, where we extend it to non-linear codes. In [29] , Tamo and Barg also obtain upper bounds on the minimum Hamming distance and the rate of a (linear or nonlinear) code with t disjoint repair groups for all code symbols. Again, the tightness of this bound is not established. We comment on this result in Section III. In [30] , Tamo and Barg explicitly construct codes with good locality and availability properties. In another parallel work [31] , Prakash et al. address a closely related setting where the codes that allow for recovery of two erased symbols with the help of two parity checks, each involving at most r + 1 code symbols, are considered. Note that these codes may recover some sets of two erasures in a sequential manner (as opposed to doing so in a parallel manner). Our work differs from the work in [31] as we are interested in parallel recovery of (only) information symbols. We also focus on large (potentially scaling) values of the availability parameter t. Similarly, our work differs from that in [29] as the notion of availability concerns with ensuring multiple small sized disjoint repair groups for only information symbols (cf. Definition 1).
Batch codes [32] also enable parallel reads, in an even stronger sense of allowing multiple reads of different information blocks simultaneously. However, current work on Batch codes does not consider fault tolerance. It is interesting to investigate minimum Hamming distance of Batch codes as we discuss in our concluding remarks in Section V.
II. LRCs WITH (r, t)-AVAILABILITY
We now formally define (n, k, r, t)-LRCs. In this paper, we only consider systematic codes that encode k information symbols (over a finite field) to codewords of length n (over the finite field). Among systematic codes, without loss of generality, we focus on those systematics codes where the first k symbols of a codeword c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ) denote the information symbols. For a positive integer n, we use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For integers a and b such that 0 ≤ a < b, [a : b] represents the set of integers {a, a + 1, · · · , b}. Definition 1: An (n, k, r, t)-LRC satisfies the following three properties: 1) For each information (systematic) symbol c i , i ∈ [k], there exist t subsets 1 (i ), . . . , t (i ) ⊂ [n]\{i }, such that c i is a function of the code symbols indexed by
We also use the term code with (r, t)-availability to refer to an (n, k, r, t)-LRC.
In the following example, we present a (7, 3, 2, 2)-LRC which describes various requirements presented in Definition 1.
Example 1: Consider a systematic code which encodes
This code is a (7, 3, 2, 2)-LRC as it satisfies the three requirements of Definition 1 with
In particular, both c 1 (1) = c 4 = m 1 and c 2 (1) = (c 2 , c 5 ) = (m 2 , m 1 + m 2 ) can be used to obtain the first information symbol m 1 .
It follows from Definition 1 that an (n, k, r, t)-LRC supports (t + 1)-parallel accesses to the information symbols: any information symbol can be recovered in parallel by accessing itself and then by accessing code symbols indexed by t disjoint repair groups 1 (·), . . . , t (·) associated with it. In terms of locality, Definition 1 ensures locality r for the information symbols, i.e., information-symbol locality. If an (n, k, r, t)-LRC allows for locality of r for all n coded symbols, i.e., all-symbol locality, then it is referred to as an (n, k, r, t)-LRC with all-symbol locality.
In the next two sections, we establish new minimum Hamming distance bounds for (n, k, r, t)-LRCs and then proceed with presenting optimal code constructions based on certain combinatorial structures. Before we proceed, let us introduce some notation. Let m be the total number of distinct subsets (local groups) of the type j (i ) ∪ {i }, according to Definition 1. We use a k × m membership matrix of 0s and 1s, call it R, to denote the information symbols participating in these m subsets of [n]: a 1 in the entry (i, j ) of R means that i ∈ [k] participates in the j -th local group. Hence, each row of R indexes a systematic symbol and each column a local group. For the code described in Example 1, we have 4 distinct subsets (local groups) of the form j (i ) ∪ {i }:
These correspond to the 3 × 4 matrix
III. UPPER BOUND ON MINIMUM DISTANCE OF (n, k, r, t)-LRCs
Here, we present an upper bound on the minimum Hamming distance of linear (n, k, r, t)-LRCs. In our main theorem, we assume a simple condition for the codes: each repair group j (i ) contains only 1 parity symbol. This condition is later lifted, and a more general bound is presented. Before stating our results, we present a definition of the minimum Hamming distance of a code.
Definition 2: The minimum Hamming distance of a code C is equal to
where S * ⊂ [n] denotes a maximum cardinality set such that the code symbols indexed by S * are not sufficient to reconstruct all k information symbols. Remark 1: The definition of the minimum Hamming distance presented above is similar to the one utilized in [11] and [13] . In Appendix A, we show this definition coincides with the "classical" definition of the minimum Hamming distance of a code C, i.e., Proof: Note that,
Here, R(:, l) and R(l, :) denote l-th column and l-th row of R, respectively. The first inequality is because each of m local groups, i.e., a subset of the form j (i ) ∪ {i }, contain at most r elements from [k]. The second is due to the fact that for each information symbol there are t disjoint repair groups. Therefore, each i ∈ [k] appears in at least t local groups.
Using (4) and (5), we get that mr ≥ kt, or
We use the above lemma to obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1: Let C be an (n, k, r, t)-LRC (linear or non-linear) such that any repair group defined by R contains only 1 parity symbol. Then, the minimum Hamming distance of the code is bounded as
Proof: Given the assumption that each repair group associated with R has 1 parity, we have at least m local parities in our code C, one for each column of R. Keeping Definition 2 in mind, we now construct a set S ⊂ [n] such that one cannot reconstruct all k information symbols from the code symbols indexed by S. We consider two cases:
Case 1: There is an information symbol, say i , which has exactly t repair groups defined by the matrix R associated with it, i.e., the i -th row of R has exactly t ones. Consider the set S = ([k]\i ) ∪ P R i , where P R i denotes the set of local parities associated with those columns of R that have zero as their i -th entry. By the choice of i , we have
In the following claim, we argue that the i -th information symbol cannot be reconstructed from the code symbols indexed by the set S. The proof of the claim is presented in Appendix B.
Claim 1: The i -th information symbol cannot be recovered by symbols indexed by the set S = ([k]\i ) ∪ P R i .
The above claim implies that |S * | ≥ |S| = k − 1 + m − t. Therefore, it follows from (3) that
Combining Lemma 1 and (8), we get
Case 2: The row with minimum number of 1s in R has weight t > t. In this case, we have rt ≤ # of 1s in R ≤ mr , which gives us
Let us assume that i ∈ [k] is such that the i -th row in R has exactly t ones. Similar to case 1, consider S = ([k]\i ) ∪ P R i . Similar to Claim 1, it can be argued that the i -th information symbol cannot be recovered from the code symbols indexed by S and |S * | ≥ |S| = k − 1 + m − t . Using (3) and (10),
Note that for r ≤ k, the right-hand side of (9) is greater than that of (11) . Therefore, we can combine the two cases to obtain the bound in (7) .
Remark 2: Note that for t = 1, the bound in (7) reduces to the minimum Hamming distance bound for codes with locality r [11] , [13] , i.e.,
Next, we present a more general bound on the minimum Hamming distance of an (n, k, r, t)-LRC. This bound does not assume that the repair groups associated with R have exactly one (local) parity.
Theorem 2: For an (n, k, r, t)-LRC, linear, or non-linear, we have
Proof: See Appendix C for the proof. Remark 3: Wang et al. establish (12) for linear codes and show the existence of linear codes that attain the bound when n ≥ k(rt + 1) [28] . However, the tightness of (12) remains an open question in the general case and for codes with high rate.
A. Comparison Between the Bounds in (17) and (12) We now compare the two bounds presented in this section. Since the bound in (7) holds for a subclass of codes with (r, t)-availability, as we show below, it is expected to be smaller than the bound in (12) . Consider the difference between the right hand sides of (12) and (7),
where (a) follows from the fact that r ≤ t (r − 1) + 1.
We have equality in (a) for r = 1 or t = 1.
Remark 4: Note that a systematic code that has t disjoint repair groups (of size at most r ) for all code symbols also has t disjoint repair groups for all information symbols. Therefore, the upper bounds in (7) and (12) also apply to the codes with t disjoint repair groups for all code symbols [26] , [28] , [30] . In [29] , Tamo and Barg derive the following bound on the codes with t disjoint repair groups for all code symbols.
The authors present a specific example of code which attain this bound. However, in general, the tightness of the bound is not established. Recently, in [33] , Tamo et al. have shown that the bound in (14) is asymptotically tighter that the bound in (12) . However, we would like to emphasize here that the bound in (14) only applies to the codes with t disjoint repair groups for all code symbols which do not constitute all the codes with (r, t)-availability (cf. Definition 1).
IV. ACHIEVABILITY RESULTS FOR (n, k, r, t)-LRCs
In this section, we present explicit constructions for codes with (r, t)-availability, and analyze their minimum Hamming distance. In particular, in Section IV-C we design (n, k, r, t)-LRCs by modifying the Pyramid code construction of [9] . Then, in Section IV-D we use Gabidulin codes [34]- [36] in order to obtain (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality. Finally, Section IV-E describes the role of resolvable designs in our proposed constructions. Note that resolvable designs have been previously used to construct codes in other settings, e.g. see [37] .
Before describing the code constructions, we present in Section IV-A and Section IV-B a brief introduction to resolvable designs and Gabidulin codes. The background on Gabidulin codes is not required to understand the code construction presented in Section IV-C.
A. Background on Resolvable Designs
Here, we briefly introduce resolvable designs. Readers may refer to [38] for a detailed treatment of this subject.
it satisfies the following three properties:
Note that the blocks in each parallel class partition the set X . We use a k × b matrix I (X ,B) with 0s and 1s to denote the incidence matrix of a design (X , B), where In this paper, we focus on 2-resolvable designs with λ = 1. Note that λ = 1 enforces that x ∈ X is the only common element in any 2 blocks containing x. We now present an example of 2-(k, b, c, r, λ = 1)-resolvable design which is obtained as a solution to Kirkman's schoolgirl problem. 1 Example 2: Let X = {1, 2, . . . , 15}. Fig. 1 represents a 2-(15, 35, 7, 3, 1)-resolvable design over elements of the set X . The b = 35 different 3-element sets in Fig. 1 denote the blocks in the design. Note that any 2 elements appear together in exactly λ = 1 block. The blocks from each of the 7 parallel classes E 1 , . . . , E 7 partition the set X .
B. Gabidulin Codes
Gabidulin codes are an example of maximum rank distance (MRD) codes [34] [35] [36] . We note that Gabidulin codes are also MDS codes.
In other words, the codewords associated with the information vector m is c = (f (y 1 ), . . . , f (y n )). Note that the above encoding process can be represented as c = mG Gab , where
Here, G 1 Gab and G 2 Gab denote two sub-matrices of G Gab comprising the first k and the last n − k columns of G Gab , respectively.
Remark 5:
The data polynomial f (·) constructed in the first step of the encoding process for Gabidulin codes is called linearized polynomial as it satisfies f (ay 1 
Remark 6: Given evaluations of f (·) at any k linearly independent (over F q ) points in F q M , say (z 1 , . . . , z k ), one can get evaluations of f (·) at q k points spanned by F q -linear combinations of (z 1 , . . . , z k ) using linearized property of f (·) (cf. Remark 5) . This allows one to recover the q k−1 degree polynomial f (·) by performing polynomial interpolation. As a result, one recovers message vector (m 1 , . . . , m k ). This also establishes that Gabidulin codes are MDS codes.
C. Construction of (n, k, r, t)-LRCs
In this subsection we present a construction for (n, k, r, t)-LRCs when r |k and the following assumption holds.
Assumption 1: There is a k × t k r matrix R with 0s and 1s such that (i) each column of R has r nonzero entries with supports of the columns of R giving t partitions of [k], and (ii) the supports of any two rows of R do not intersect at more than 1 position.
The following example presents a matrix that satisfies the requirements stated in Assumption 1. Construction I: Let R 1 , . . . , R t denote the t collection of k r columns of R whose supports constitute t distinct partitions of the set [k] (cf. Assumption 1). Given a generator matrix G of a systematic (N + t, k) MDS code, a generator matrix G for an (n = N + kt r , k, r, t)-LRC is constructed as follows: • The first N columns of G are the first N columns of G (see Fig. 2 ). • For each i ∈ [t], split the (N + i )-th column of G into k r columns of weight r each, such that their supports are according to the k r columns in R i . Note that the first k columns of G correspond to systematic symbols. Then, the columns of G from k + 1 to N are associated with global parities. Finally, the last t k r columns of G, obtained by splitting the t last columns of G, correspond to local parities. Here, we point out that Construction I differs from the original Pyramid codes [9] , as the non-overlapping support requirement on the local parities is not present in [9] .
As for the field size required for Construction I, note that the obtained code with generator matrix G and the underlying (N +t, k) MDS code with generator matrix G are defined over the same field. It is sufficient to work with a field of size at least N + t − 1 to have an (N + t, k) MDS code. (X , B) with c ≥ t parallel classes, one can take R to be the sub-matrix of the incidence matrix I (X ,B) associated with first t parallel classes. Note that the columns of I (X ,B) correspond to blocks in B, and the support of the j -th column indicates the elements of X that appear in block B j ∈ B (cf. Section IV-A). For i ∈ [t], denotes the k r columns of R associated with the i -th parallel class in (X , B) .
See Section IV-E for further discussion on finding the matrix R. Next, we present an example to describe Construction I. Fig. 3a ). The codeword c associated with the information vector m in our (30, 15, 3, 2)-LRC is obtained by splitting the t = 2 columns in G which corresponds to parities p 6 and p 7 in c. Let (l 1 , . . . , l 10 ) denote the t k r = 2 × 15 3 = 10 local parities obtained in this manner.
Assuming that p 6 = Table 3b describes the local parities {l j } 10 j =1 . We use the first 2 parallel classes of the design from Fig. 1 to generate the local parities (see Remark 7) . In particular, each parallel class of the design in Fig. 1 gives a partition of {m 1 , . . . , m 15 } into k r = 5 sets of size r = 3. Each of these 5 sets corresponds to 1 local parity as evident from Table 3b . Note that C has (3, 2)-availability. For example, m 1 can be reconstructed by {m 2 , m 3 , l 1 } and {m 5 , m 6 , l 6 }. Similarly, {m 5 , m 10 , l 5 } and {m 2 , m 13 , l 10 } allow us to recover m 15 .
The following result establishes that Construction I generates (n, k, r, t)-LRCs which attain the minimum Hamming distance bound in (7) .
Theorem 3: Let r |k and let Assumption 1 hold. Then, Construction I gives an (n = N + t k r , k, r, t)-LRC with
Proof: We use columns of R to construct t k r local parities from t parities of an MDS code in Construction I. The requirement on columns of R to produce t partitions of [k] ensures that each systematic symbol is covered by t local parities of weight r . The restriction on the size of intersection of support of any two rows of R translates to the fact that any two of the t repair groups for a systematic symbol involve disjoint code symbols.
In order to establish (15), we show that an (n, k) code obtained from Construction I can correct any pattern of n − k − kt
The proof here essentially follows the arguments presented in [9] .
We index symbols of a codeword in C from 1 to n. Let I, P gbl , L denote the sets of indices of systematic symbols, global parities, and local parities introduced in Construction I (for (r, t)-availability), respectively. Let L i , for i ∈ [t], denote the sets of indices of local parities obtained from (N + i )-th column of G. Note that |L i | = k r for all i ∈ [t] and L = t i=1 L i . Next, we consider two cases for node erasure patterns: Case 1: There are at most N −k erasures among the symbols indexed by the set U = I ∪ P gbl . Note that the code obtained from puncturing C on [n]\U, i.e., C U , is an (N, k) MDS code. Therefore, the information vector m can be recovered = ( p 1 , . . . , p 6 ) and l 1 = (l 1 1 , . . . , l 1 5 ) denote the global parities and the local parities obtained in the step 1 of Construction II, respectively. l 2 = (l 2 1 , . . . , l 2 7 ) represent the local parities obtained in the step 2 of the construction. from C U even after any pattern of at most N − k erasures in the symbols indexed by the set U.
Case 2: There are N −k + x (0 < x ≤ t) erasures in C U and t − x erasures among the symbols indexed by the set U. In this case, we obtain k − x symbols of a codeword in an (N + t, k) MDS code with generator matrix G from unerased symbols of C U . Note that there are t − x erasures in C L . In the worst case, these erasure are spread in t − x sets in {L 1 , . . . , L t }. Let {L i 1 , . . . , L i x } be the sets corresponding to local parities that do not have any erasures. We can combine k r local parities associated with each of these sets to obtain x global parities of the (N +t, k) MDS code with generator matrix G. Combining these with the symbols obtained from C U , we have k symbols of a codeword in the MDS code with generator matrix G. This allows us to recover m.
This completes the proof. Remark 8: Here, we briefly comment on the global decoding of an (n = N + t k r , k, r, t)-LRC C obtained by Construction I in the presence of at most N − k + t erasures. As evident from the proof of Theorem 3, having at most N − k + t erasures allows us to access at least k code symbols of a codeword from the systematic (N + t, k) MDS code employed in the Construction I. One can now employ an efficient decoding algorithm for this MDS code to perform global decoding for C from at most N − k + t erasures. For example, systematic MDS codes based on Vandermonde matrices and their efficient decoding is studied in [39] and [40] and references therein.
D. Construction of (n, k, r, t)-LRCs With All-Symbol Locality
We now utilize Gabidulin codes [35] to construct (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality when r |k, r |N, and Assumption 1 holds. Gabidulin codes have been previously used to obtain codes with all-symbol locality in [15] and [16] .
Construction II: Let G Gab be a generator matrix of an [N + t − 1, k] Gabidulin code. We transform G Gab intō
Gab ], which is a generator matrix of a systematic (N +t −1, k) MDS code. See Section IV-B for the definitions of G 1 Gab and G 2 Gab . Given the matrixḠ Gab , we construct an (n, k, r, t)-LRC with all-symbol locality as follows (see Fig. 5 
):
Step 1: Construct generator matrix G Gab of an ( n = N + (t − 1) k r , k, r, t − 1)-LRC fromḠ Gab using Construction I with R 1 , . . . , R t −1 . Encode the information vector m ∈ F q M using G Gab to obtain the codeword c = [m, p gbl , l 1 ]. Here, p gbl and l 1 deonte the global and local parities in the codeword c, respectively.
Step 2: Partition the systematic symbols m and the global parities p gbl of the codeword c obtained in the previous step into k r + N−k r = N r groups, each of size r . Then introduce N r local parities l 2 , one for each of these groups ( k r groups of systematic symbols and N−k r groups of global parities). The coefficients of these local parities are chosen to be nonzero elements from the base field F q . Here, we note that apart from being nonzero elements from the base field F q , these coefficients of the local parities can be arbitrary. In this step, we partition the systematic symbols according to the supports of the columns in R t . We use c = [m, p gbl , l 1 , l 2 ] to denote the obtained codeword in an (n = N + N r + (t − 1) k r , k, r, t)-LRC with all-symbol locality. Note that the k r local parities associated with systematic symbols in l 2 along with the local parities l 1 ensure (r, t)-availability for systematic symbols.
Remark 9: The requirement of r |N can be relaxed by following the ideas from [16] . For the ease of exposition we only consider the case r | N here.
We now comment on the field size requirement for Construction II. Since the length of the Gabidulin code used in Construction II is N + t − 1, it is sufficient to work with the field F q N+t−1 . Moreover, we can chose F 2 as the base field in the construction. This choice leads to (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality over F 2 N+t−1 .
We illustrate various steps of Construction II with the help of the following example.
Example 5: Here, we construct a (33, 15, 3 , 2)-LRC with all symbol locality over F Q = F 2 22 (see Fig. 4 =  (m 1 , . . . , m 15 , p 1 , . . . , p 6 , l 1 1 , l 1 2 , . . . , l 1 5 ) ∈ F 26 Q denote the codeword obtained in the step 1 of Construction II. Assuming that p 7 = 15 i=1 b i m i , we obtain 5 local parities l 1 = (l 1 1 , l 1 2 , . . . , l 1 5 ) using the partition of [k] = [15] defined by second parallel class of the resolvable design described in Fig. 1 . In other words, the structure of l 1 1 , l 1 2 , . . . , l 1 5 is the same as that of l 6 , l 7 , . . . , l 10 in Example 4 (cf . Table 3b ). In the second step, we obtain a codeword c = (m 1 , . . . , m 15 , p 1 , . . . , p 6 , l 1  1 , . . . , l 1 5 , l 2 1 , . . . l 2 7 ) ∈ F 33 Q as described in Fig. 4 . The coefficients of the local parities l 2 1 , . . . , l 2 7 are chosen to be the only nonzero element from F 2 . Note that the structure of l 2 1 , . . . , l 2 5 is the same as that dictated by first parallel class of the resolvable design from Fig. 1 .
Theorem 4: Let r |k, r|N, and let Assumption 1 hold. Then, Construction II gives an (n = N + N r + (t − 1) k r , k, r, t)-LRC with all-symbol locality and
Proof:
The proof of all-symbol locality and (r, t)-availability for C follows from the structure of R used in the Construction II. Here, we show that C allows original message symbols to be recovered even after any pattern of n −k − kt
This along with (7) give us the result in (16) .
We index symbols of a codeword in C from 1 to n. Let I, P gbl , L 1 , L 2 denote the sets of indices of systematic symbols, global parities, local parities introduced in step 1 of Construction II, and local parities introduced in step 2 of Construction II (to enable all-symbol locality), respectively.
Step 1 of Construction II involves splitting (t − 1) columns of the generator matrixḠ Gab . Let L 1 i , for i ∈ [t − 1] denote the sets of indices of local parities obtained from (N + i )-th column ofḠ Gab . Note that |L 1 i | = k r for all i ∈ [t − 1] and L 1 = t −1 i=1 L 1 i . Next, we consider two cases for node erasure patterns: Case 1: There are at most N + N r − k − k r + 1 erasures among the symbols indexed by the set U = I ∪ P gbl ∪ L 2 . Note that the code obtained from puncturing C on [n]\U, i.e., C U , is a d min -optimal (N + N r , k) code with all-symbol locality r [15] , [16] . These codes have minimum Hamming distance N + N r − k − k r + 2. Therefore, we can recover k message symbols m from C U even after at most N + N r − k − k r + 1 erasures in C U . Case 2: There are N + N r − k − k r + 1 + x (1 ≤ x ≤ t −1) erasures in C U and t −1− x erasures among the symbols indexed by the set L 1 . In this case, we obtain evaluation of a linearized polynomial f (·), which has m = m G 1 Gab −1 as its coefficients, at k − x linearly independent (over F q ) points in F q M .
In this case, there are t − 1 − x erasures among the symbols indexed by the set L 1 . In worst case, these erasure are spread in t − 1 − x sets in {L 1 1 , . . . ,
. . , L 1 i x } be the sets corresponding to local parities that do not have any node erasure. We can combine k r local parities in each of these sets to obtain x global parities, which correspond to evaluations of the linearized polynomial f (·) at x linearly independent (over F q ) points in F q M . Note that these x points are linearly independent from k − x linearly independent (over F q ) points associated with unerased symbols in C U . Therefore, we get evaluations of f (·) at k linearly independent (over F q ) points in F q M , which allows us to recover m. Given m, we obtain m as m = mG 1 Gab . This completes the proof. Remark 10: Similar to Remark 8, we now comment on the issue of global decoding of a code C obtained by Construction II. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4 that after at most N + N r − k − k r + t erasures in a codeword, we have access to at least k evaluation of the associated linearized polynomial f (·) at linearly independent points in F q M . Therefore, the message vector can be decoded employing a decoding method from rank erasures for a suitable [N + t − 1, k] Gabidulin code. We refer the reader to [41] and [42] and references therein for the descriptions of the decoding methods for Gabidulin codes.
E. Explicit Designs of R for Construction I and Construction II
Construction I and Construction II utilize a k × t k r matrix R with 0s and 1s which satisfies specific requirements on the structure of its column and row supports (see Assumption 1). The columns of the matrix R are used to generate local parities for an (n, k, r, t)-LRC in Construction I. Similarly, for (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality, the local parities of the systematic symbols are designed according to the columns of R.
As highlighted in Remark 7, a 2-(k, b, c, r, 1) resolvable design (X , B) with c ≥ t parallel classes allows us to obtain the matrix R. Here, we discuss the application of a family of 2-(k = q 3 + 1, b = q 2 (q 2 − q + 1), c = q 2 , r = q + 1, 1)-resolvable designs [38, Th. 5.3.9] , for a prime power q, to generate (n, k, r, t)-LRCs using Construction I and Construction II. By scaling q, one can construct (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with r = (k 1/3 ), t = r 1− and minimum Hamming distance n − k − ko(1) + o(k) + 1, i.e., (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with orderwise the same minimum Hamming distance of an (n, k)-MDS code.
By moving away from resolvable designs, we show that another construction for the matrix R follows from the work by Tamo et al. [3] on codes with optimal rebuilding ratio. The matrix R obtained from [3] allows us to obtain (n, k, r, t)-LRCs with r = ( log(k) log log(k) ), t = (r 1− ) and orderwise the same minimum Hamming distance as that of an (n, k) MDS code.
1) Codes With Locality (k 1 3 ): Let q be a prime power. For such q there exists a resolvable 2-(k = q 3 + 1, b = q 2 (q 2 −q+1), c = q 2 , r = q+1, λ = 1) design [38, Th. 5.3.9] . We refer the reader to [38] for the description of these resolvable designs. Given a resolvable design from this family, we can construct an (n, k, r, t)-LRC with k = q 3 + 1, r = q + 1 = (k 1 3 ) and t = (r 1− ). For such a code C we have,
Here, we have used the fact that t r = o(1) and t = o(r ) = o(k). For an (n, k) MDS code C MDS we have,
which tends to 1 as we scale both n and k for a fixed rate, i.e., fixed k n . Here, we note that n ≥ k + kt r = k (1 + o(1) ). Thus, rate arbitrarily close to 1 is possible for suitable choices of the parameters r (or q) and t.
2) Codes With Locality log(k) log log(k) : In this subsection, we describe an approach to construct the matrix R with locality parameter r = ( log(k) log log(k) ). This particular construction follows from the work of Tamo et al. on MDS array codes with optimal rebuilding [3] . Here, we explain how the generation process for parity symbols in zigzag codes [3] implicitly constructs the matrix R with k, r, and t such that k = rt r . Note that one can choose r = ( log(k) log log(k) ), t = (r 1− ) to satisfy k = rt r . Given a set of k = rt r elements X = {1, 2, . . . , k = rt r }, we construct a collection of r -sized blocks B from elements of X . Each block in B is essentially associated with a parity symbol in a zigzag code [3] . The matrix R is then chosen as the k ×t r+1 indicator matrix of the collection (X , B) (note that k r t = t r · t = t r+1 ). First, partition the set X into r subsets {X j } r j =1 such that X j = {( j − 1)t r + 1, . . . , jt r }. We index t r elements of each set X j from 0 to t r − 1 and denote i -th elements of X j by 
In the definition of Z l s , we use i to denote a unique rdimensional vector associated with i in Z r t . Given (X , B) , we construct k × t r+1 0/1 matrix R as follows.
Note that we require the matrix R to satisfy two requirements (see Assumption 1). The first requirements follows from the construction of B as, for each l ∈ [t], t r blocks {Z l s } s∈[0:t r −1] partition all the elements in X . Moreover, each block, say Z l s , contains exactly r elements (see (17) ). It remains to show that the second requirement for R also holds. This follows from the next claim that any pair of elements of X appears in at most one block in B.
Claim 2: Each pair of elements {x i, j , x i , j } ∈ X is present in at most one block in B.
Proof: Let us assume that the opposite is true and there exists a pair of distinct elements {x i, j , x i , j } ∈ X which appear in two blocks Z l s and Z l s . It is easy to check from the construction of sets {Z l s } l∈ [1:t ] ,s∈[0:t r −1] that j = j as only one element from a set X j participate in a block. Similarly, we have l = l as for a fixed l ∈ [t], the blocks in {Z l s } s∈[0:t r −1] partition the set X ; as a result, no element can appear in two blocks in
and i + (l − 1)e j = s (mod r ), (20) i + (l − 1)e j = s (mod r ).
Note that we use vector representation of i, i , s, and s in the above equations. Subtracting (19) from (18) , and (21) from (20), we obtain
However, it is not possible to satisfy both (22) and (23) simultaneously as that leads to a contradiction j = j . This completes the proof.
Here, we note that (X , B) obtained in this subsection is not a 2-design as it does not satisfy the requirement (ii) in Definition 3, i.e., every pair (x, y) ⊂ X is present in exactly 1 block (subset) in B.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
There are several important questions that remain open. It is unclear if explicit codes can be constructed to attain the general bound in Theorem 2 or the bound from [29] as stated in Remark 4. Some combinatorial questions also arise. It seems that resolvable design requirements are not entirely necessary but it is not clear if significantly better parameters can be obtained by other methods. In addition, there are several choices of parameters (n, k, r, t) where it is not clear if codes with high availability exist.
Recall that Construction II which is optimal with respect to the bound in (7) (cf. Theorem 4) requires a rather large field size (exponential in code length n). In the light of [30] , it is an interesting question to explore if the same bound can be shown to be attained for (n, , k, r, t)-LRCs with all-symbol locality defined over fields of size linear in the code length n. Furthermore, one can study the codes with (r, t)-availability over small (e.g., constant) field size. In [20] , Cadambe and Mazumdar present the upper bound on the minimum Hamming distance of codes with locality r [11] over a field of given size. Along this research direction, code constructions over small field size are presented in [20] and [43] [44] [45] . We believe that extending the ideas present in this line of work to the codes with availability is a natural and interesting direction.
Another open question is that of enabling multiple parallel reads of different symbols, as explored in [32] . Our current work ensures that each message symbol can be read by multiple processes but no guarantees are given for reading different information symbols concurrently, e.g. supporting 3 parallel read requests where 2 requests are for one message symbol and the third request is for another message symbol. This problem is addressed by multiset batch codes [32] . In a recent work [46] , using graph theoretic connections, multiset batch code which can support scaling number of arbitrary parallel read requests while have their rate approaching to 1 are presented. These codes also have small (sub-linear) locality. However, the problem of characterizing the trade-offs among rate, minimum Hamming distance, locality, and the number of arbitrary parallel reads that can be supported by any code remains another interesting open problem.
From a practical point of view, we believe that the property of multiple parallel reads is useful for distributed storage systems with hot data. However, their benefits in storing hot data need to be quantified, possibly through queuing theoretic models or through system measurements. Regardless of current technological impact, we believe that the concept of availability is interesting and gives a fruitful direction for coding theory research.
APPENDIX A EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN TWO DEFINITIONS OF MINIMUM HAMMING DISTANCE
We know that the minimum Hamming distance of a code C is defined as follows. 
where d(c, c ) denotes the Hamming distance between two vectors c and c . Now assume that S * ⊆ [n] denotes a maximum cardinality set such that the code symbols indexed by S * are not sufficient to reconstruct all k information symbols. This implies that
where C S * is obtained by erasing (or puncturing) the coordinates indexed by the set [n]\S * from all the codewords in C. It follows from (25) that the exist at least two codewords c 1 , c 2 ∈ C which differ only on the coordinates indexed by the set [n]\S * . Therefore,
Now, we argue that d min (C) is indeed equal to n − |S * |.
On the contrary, we assume that d min (C) < n − |S * |. This implies that there exists two codewords c 1 , c 2 ∈ C which differ at at most n − |S * | − 1 coordinates. Therefore, if we take the set S which consists of at least |S * | + 1 coordinates on which c 1 and c 2 agree with each other, we have
In other words, the code symbols indexed by S are not sufficient to reconstruct all k information symbols. However, this contradicts the maximum cardinality of S * . Therefore, we have that the minimum Hamming distance of the code C is 
APPENDIX B PROOF OF CLAIM 1
Proof: Let c denote a codeword selected uniformly at random from C. This is equivalent to selecting each of the k information symbols uniformly at random from the field F these symbols belong to. We now show that
where H (·) denote the |F|-entropy. It follows from (28) that all k information symbols cannot be reconstructed from the code symbols indexed by the set S. Note that each of local parities in P R i is a functions of at most r out of k − 1 informations symbols [k]\{i }. Therefore, we have the following Markov chain.
Here, X → Y → Z implies that given Y , X and Z are independent. Consider,
where (a) uses the fact that c P R i are functions of c [k]\{i} . Similarly, (b) and (c) utilize (29) and the independence of information symbols, respectively. Now, (28) (thus, Claim 1) follows from (30) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We utilize the proof technique introduced by Forbes and Yekhanin in [19] to obtain upper bound on minimum Hamming distance of a non-linear systematic code with locality r . Note that Cadambe and Mazumdar also introduce the similar proof technique to obtain field size dependent upper bound on the minimum Hamming distance in [20] . However, we closely follow the approach of Forbes and Yekhanin [19] in the following.
Proof: Given a systematic (n, k, r, t)-LRC, we construct a sub-code C ⊂ C such that most of the coordinates of codewords in C are fixed. Now, puncturing the codewords of C on these fixed coordinates provides us with a new code C which has the same dimension as C but at the same time has codewords of significantly smaller length as compare to n. Note that d min (C ) = d min (C ) ≥ d min (C). We then apply the Singleton bound on C to obtain an upper bound on d min (C ), which subsequently gives us an upper bound on d min (C). An algorithm to construct the sub-code C ⊂ C is presented in Fig. 6 .
Note that the algorithm in Fig. 6 is well defined in the sense that it is always possible to find i j at line 5. Since the algorithm reaches at line 5 only if C j −1 > 1, there exists two distinct codewords say c 1 and c 2 in C j −1 . Note that both c 1 and c 2 are identical at coordinates specified by R j −1 as coordinates at {S j } j < j and consequently coordinates at {i j } j < j have been fixed in step 8 of previous iterations. Therefore, they have to differ at a coordinate which is not in R j −1 . Moreover, none of its disjoint t repair groups S 1 i j , . . . , S t i j are completely contained in R j −1 ; otherwise, the i j -th coordinate would have been fixed as coordinate i j is fixed once all coordinates in any one of its repair groups are fixed.
Before we proceed with analysis, we define A j = S j \R j −1 and a j = |A j |. Assuming that the while loop in Fig. 6 ends with j = , for j ∈ [ ], we have
At line 7, taking into account locality due to t disjoint repair groups, there are at most q a j −(t −1) possibilities for σ j ; thus, we have |C j | ≥ |C j −1 |/q a j −(t −1) . Note that there are two possibilities for last iteration j = . The sub-code C can be obtained at line 10 or at line 14. In the following, for the ease of exposition, we assume that the C is obtained at line 10 of -th iteration. Other case can be analyzed using ideas similar to those employed in [13] , [16] , and [28] .
Since the construction algorithm for C ends with j = , we have |C | ≤ q, or
Now, using that a j ≤ |S j | ≤ tr, we get
which gives us that
Note that sub-code C = C . Therefore,
where (a) follows from the fact that |R | = | j ∈[ ] A j {i j } | = i=1 a j + . Now, we define C = C | R which denotes the sub-code obtained by puncturing C on indices denoted by R . Since all codewords in C are fixed for all coordinates indexed by R , we have |C | = |C | and d min (C ) = d min (C ). Moreover, the length of the codewords in C is n − |R |. Next, applying the Singleton bound on C gives us d min (C ) ≤ (n − |R |) − log q |C | + 1 
where (b) follows from (34) and the fact that |C | = |C |. Now, combining (35) and (33) gives us
Using the fact that d min (C) ≤ d min (C ) = d min (C ), we obtain
Next, we can use t k−1 tr−t +1 ≥ kt−t +1 tr−t +1 − 1 [28] to claim that
This completes the proof.
